
1. MANDATORY: Remove all radar receiver fuses prior to starting the System Reset procedure.

2. In the event you need to replace a Calibre component (radar receiver or Interior Network
Module), do so now before moving to Step 3.

3. Start the vehicle. Then, turn CALIBRE system OFF by pressing and releasing the HWY/CITY/OFF
button until the OFF mode LED illuminates and a voice confirmation states “K40 OFF” (see
Figure 1). Allow mode LEDs to turn off. 

4. a. Reactivate Remote Control by pressing and releasing MUTE button (see Figure 2).
b. While mode LEDs are illuminated, press and hold the MUTE button for approximately five
seconds until the MUTE mode LED begins flashing and then release the button (see Figure 3). 

c. While MUTE mode light is still flashing, press and release the MUTE button once (see Figure 4). 

5. Upon successful completion of the above steps, CALIBRE will provide a voice confirmation
that states “K40 RESET” and the HWY, VOICE, and HIGH LEDs illuminate. Allow mode LEDs
to turn off. 

6. Turn vehicle OFF and reinsert all radar receiver fuses. Then start the vehicle. CALIBRE will 
provide voice confirmation of “CONNECTING...”. 

7. CALIBRE will now begin the process of establishing its wireless connection to all system 
components. This process can take up to 10 minutes. 

8. When a connection is established, a voice confirmation will state “FRONT CONNECTED”
and if equipped with a rear radar receiver, a voice confirmation will state “REAR CONNECT-
ED.” This connection confirmation sequence may vary in order and in timing. 

9. The system mode settings are now as they were originally set at the factory with HWY, VOICE,
and HIGH modes selected.
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PRESS UNTIL “OFF” LED 
IS ILLUMINATED.

PRESS & RELEASE ONCE. PRESS & HOLD UNTIL LED 
FLASHES. THEN RELEASE.

PRESS & RELEASE ONCE.
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